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METHODS OF VENUS NORTHERN AREA RADIOLOCATION MAP SYN- 
THESIS USING STRIP IMAGES OF "VENERA-15" AND "VENERA-16" SPACE 
STATIONS; I.Bockstein, P.Chochia, M.Kronrod, Institute for Infor- 
mation Transmission Problems, USSR Academy of ~ciences,~oscoyUSSR 

In 1983-1984 the side-looking radiolocation of Venus surface 
was carried out by the Soviet space stations "Venera-15" and "Ve- 
nera-16" (I). The circulation period of each station was 24 hours; 
they scanned surface strips from the height 1000-2000 km. The wi- 
dth of each strip was about I50 km, and the length usually excee- 
ded 6000 krn. With the help of special equipment (I) location re- 
sults were decoded directly aboard the stations, and the radio 
images of the surface were sent to the Earth. Because of Venus 
rotation the locations of strips changed from circuit to circuit; 
the form of the orbit and the equipment parameters were adjusted 
so that each two images consecutively formed had minor common pa- 
rt at the end of location. As a result, after Venus full revolu- 
tion cycle the information was received about the significant pa- 
rt of its Northern hemisphere (approximately from 30" to 87" N) . 
After the special turn of stations it became possible to obtain 
the images of the strips that passed through Venus North pole. 

In 1984-1986 Venus Northern area map was synthetized out of 
the strips images mentioned above in the Institute for Informati- 
on Transmission Problems of the USSR Academy of Sciences. The in- 
teractive image processing system of the institute (2) was used 
for this purpose. The problem of map synthesis was divided into 
four main stages: preprocessing and geometrical transform of all 
the strips, sectors (groups of up to I5 strips) formation, join- 
ing of the sectors into the full map and the addition of the po- 
lar area to it. The main mode of all the work was the interaction 
between user and the image processing system (I,3). This led to 
the good accuracy of strips superposition and to high visual qua- 
lity of the results. 

Strips preprocessing procedure included the equalization of 
image lines mean values, geometrical transform of each line, an- 
tenna diagram nonuniformity correction, noise reduction and some 
other operations. The processing algorithms are described in de- 
tails in (I). Preprocessed strips images were geometrically tran- 
sformed in accordance with the parameters of the corresponding 
orbital circuit (this transform was of course done automatically). 
The images in the appropriate cartographical projection were for- 
med as a result. 

Synthesis of the sector (that covered 15-20" of Venus surfa- 
ce) consisted of strips superposition, transformation and joining. 
First of all the base strip was taken, and the neighbouring strip 
was superimposed on it after shift and rotation. In order to find 
shift parameters and rotation angle the corresponding objects we- 
re searched in the peripolar areas (i.e. in the areas of maximal 
strips coincidence) and in the areas that were 3-4 thousand kilo- 
meters away from the peripole. 

The suitable objects were searched interactively. With the 
help of the display processor (4) the user could alternately dis- 
play the enlarged parts of the peripolar area or of the far area 
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for both strips; the parts of the strips to be transformed were 
shifted and rotated before displaying, so that the corresponding 
points coincided. The positions of these points could be changed 
by user up to the best visual coincidence of the desired objects. 
The correctness of the superposition was checked by the compari- 
son of positions for other visible objects. 

After finding the corresponding objects the neighbouring st- 
rip was transformed, and the joint image was composed of it and 
of the base strip. For this purpose the special "cut-in" routine 
was written that gave the possibilities to see simultaneousely 
the enlarged images of both strips, to move along the strips and 
to draw a broken line in the areas where both images had smoothed 
texture and almost the same brightness. When the broken line had 
been drawn over the whole strip length, the beginning and the end 
of the line were connected, and the part of neighbouring strip 
surrounded by this line was inserted in the base strip image. In 
the case of drawing the broken line carefully the border between 
two parts of the image obtained was invisible. 

After shift, rotation and "cutting in" of the neighbouring 
strip the result was considered to be a new base image, and the 
procedure described was repeated for the next neighbouring strip 
until the full sector image was formed. 19 sectors were syntheti- 
zed in such a way; the last strip of each sector was in the same 
time the first strip of the next sector. 

Addition of common strip to the borders of neighbouring sec- 
tors gave the possibility to find automatically the relative shi- 
fts and rotations for all the sectors. Because of the limited se- 
ctors formation accuracy the angle covered by them was about 1% 
less than 360"; each sector was 1% enlarged to correct this er- 
ror, rotated and shifted to the proper map position. Rotated ima- 
ges were joined in the map using the wcut-in" routine mentioned. 

The map obtained had a "white spot" near the pole (87-90" 
N). Special strips images were used for filling this area. 
Because of some features of these strips (caused by the unusual 
stations orientation) it became necessary to change the procedure 
of their geometrical transform at the preprocessing stage. Polar 
parts of the strips were then superimposed directly on the map 
and inserted in it; the procedures used for superposition, shift, 
rotation and "cutting in" were similar to the above-described 
procedures. 

As a result of our work the full radiolocation map of Venus 
Northern area was synthetized. The good choice of image proces- 
sing algorithms used has led to very high wisual quality of this 
map. 
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